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Faouzia - Elon

                            tom:
                Gb
Intro: B  Gb  Ebm  Db

[Primeira Parte]

                 B
Oh, honey, the truth is

I don?t really like you
                   Ebm
I know you don?t like me
          Bbm
It?s long gone

                    Gb
We?ve run out of phrases

We?ve run out of pages
                   Bbm             Db
I know that it?s shorter than we thought

                B
We can keep pretending

Play pretend is fun when
                 Ebm            Bbm
We got on the costumes at the show

                           Gb
But we?ve been throwing punches

We?ve been throwing daggers
          Gb            Db
In an auditorium all alone

[Pre-Refr?o]

Abm
All the smoke and mirrors are long gone
Ebm
All the pretty flowers are dead in thorns
Gb
Every little thing we do is toxic, oh
Bbm
You feed me the poison I?ve been feeding you

Abm
All the smoke and mirrors are long gone
Ebm
All the pretty flowers are dead in thorns
Gb                                            Db
Every little thing we do is toxic, it?s so toxic

[Refrão]

        Abm
So I?ll go
                          Ebm
Cause I don?t like this anymore
                      Gb
It doesn?t take an Einstein, doesn?t take an Elon
              Db
To know that it?s all wrong

        Abm
So I?ll go
                          Ebm
Cause I don?t like this anymore
                      Gb
It doesn?t take an Einstein, doesn?t take an Elon
              Bbm             Db
To know that it?s all wrong, it?s all wrong

( B  Gb  Ebm  Db )

[Primeira Parte]

                 B
Oh, honey, the truth is

I can't really stand you
                  Ebm
I know you can't stand me
        Bbm
It's alright

                 Gb
Can we just be honest

We break every promise
                     Gb
Don't you know that two wrongs
             Db
Don't make right

           Abm
It's imagination

We're hallucinating
              Ebm
Making up a story
             Bbm
That's not there

          Gb
Temper overload

We're at each other's throats
                    Gb
Like there is no tomorrow
          Db
It's not fair

[Pre-Refr?o]

Abm
All the smoke and mirrors are long gone
Ebm
All the pretty flowers are dead in thorns
Gb
Every little thing we do is toxic, oh
Bbm
You feed me the poison I've been feeding you

Abm
All the smoke and mirrors are long gone
Ebm
All the pretty flowers are dead in thorns
Gb
Every little thing we do is toxic
         Db
It?s so toxic

[Refrão]

        B
So I?ll go
                          Ebm
Cause I don?t like this anymore
                      Gb
It doesn?t take an Einstein, doesn?t take an Elon
              Db
To know that it?s all wrong

        Abm
So I?ll go
                          Ebm
Cause I don?t like this anymore
                      Gb
It doesn?t take an Einstein, doesn?t take an Elon
              Bbm             Db
To know that it?s all wrong, it?s all wrong

[Final] B  Gb  Ebm  Db
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